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Notice

ANY TAX ADVICE IN THIS COMMUNICATION IS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN BY 

THE SPEAKERS’ FIRMS TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, BY A CLIENT OR ANY 

OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR THE PURPOSE OF (i) AVOIDING PENALTIES THAT 

MAY BE IMPOSED ON ANY TAXPAYER OR (ii) PROMOTING, MARKETING OR 

RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER PARTY ANY MATTERS ADDRESSED HEREIN. 

You (and your employees, representatives, or agents) may disclose to any and all persons, 

without limitation, the tax treatment or tax structure, or both, of any transaction 

described in the associated materials we provide to you, including, but not limited to, 

any tax opinions, memoranda, or other tax analyses contained in those materials.

The information contained herein is of a general nature and based on authorities that are 

subject to change.  Applicability of the information to specific situations should be 

determined through consultation with your tax adviser.
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Disclosure:

These materials are for education purposes and do not constitute and should
not be treated as, legal, tax or other advice regarding the use of any
particular estate planning or other technique, device, or suggestion, or any
of the tax or other consequences associated with them. How much a client
may benefit from any tax planning depends on their unique facts, goals, and
choices. Although reasonable efforts have been made to ensure the accuracy
of these materials and the presentation, neither Leonard Weiner nor Leonard
Weiner Law, PLLC assumes any responsibility for any individual’s or
entity’s (both referred to as a “person’s”) reliance on this written
information or any oral information provided during the presentation. Tax
law is multifaceted, complex, has many technical nuances and exceptions,
may change in the future and, unlike math, is interpretive so that two
learned judges may review the same case facts and issues and decide that
case differently. Because of that, each attendee should verify independently
all statements made in the materials and during the presentation, before
applying them to a particular fact pattern, and should determine
independently the tax and other consequences of using any particular
strategy, technique, or suggestion before recommending it to a client or
implementing it for themselves or for a client.
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Introduction

• Two different tax systems:

• Income Tax

• Transfer Tax (estate, gift and GST)

• Estate tax is normally a larger tax than income tax

• Based on wealth not annual income

• No Mulligans for failure to properly plan early enough.

• Doing nothing is often a bad plan.
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We will discuss tax saving opportunities

• To save income tax and

• To save transfer (estate, gift, and generation 
skipping) taxes 

• Where tax policy seems to be moving due to 
economic conditions

• Not to endorse or discredit any politician

• Focusing instead on their tax policies

• Even Republicans look for ways to increase tax 
revenue because more money is always needed
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When will the temporary estate 

tax exemptions likely end? The 3 Ds.

• Date when exemptions end is December 31, 2025

• DC regime change and Democrats’ proposals

• Exemptions of $2 to 3.5 million, so more families will pay estate tax

• Estate tax rates up to 77%, so families will also pay more tax

• Eliminate or severely restrict

• Bona fide valuation discounts for families and

• Grantor trusts to save estate tax including IDGTs and GRATs

• Tax capital gains at ordinary income rates

• Increase income and payroll tax rates

• Why change the law if these techniques did not work?

• New wealth tax and a new carbon tax

• Carryover basis, which did not work before in the U.S.
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When will the temporary estate 

tax exemptions likely end? The 3 Ds.

• Deficit. Wall Street Journal said it is the biggest problem.

• Congressional Budget Office said we are moving to an 
unprecedented level of debt, which increases the risk of a 
financial crisis

• Growing as a percentage of GDP - Is it different?

• Medicare projected to run out of funds in 7 years

• Social Security projected to run out of funds in 14 years

• Costs for our aging population is growing faster than the 
economy

• How will Congress pay for these?
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How will wealth inequality impact 

elections and tax legislation?
• Half of older voters have no retirement savings

• Many families do not even have $400 of cash

• The middle class in the U.S. is shrinking.

• 76% of voters think the wealthy should pay more tax

• Former Obama advisor and Treasury Secretary, Lawrence Summers, 

heavily criticized the wealth tax proposal –

• Unconstitutional and difficult to enforce

• Would raise less money than advertised

• He said increasing the estate tax would raise more money than a wealth tax

• Wealth tax is difficult to administer and enforce

• 75% of the countries that had a wealth tax repealed it

11



Families with taxable estates:

• How much will be lost under current tax law if no 

effective estate tax planning is done:

• 40% when first generation passes

• 64% cumulatively when the second generation passes

• 78% cumulatively when the third generation passes

• After the next D.C. regime change these costs will be higher

12



• Historically

• Estate tax exemptions have been small

• Exemption increases have been small until 
recently

• When we had prior DC regime changes

• Last 3 new president’s party gained control of 
Congress

• Passed new tax laws in first year - Reconciliation

• New legislation may be effective upon the date 
introduced

13



Some techniques to 

save transfer taxes, including

• Bona fide tax saving valuation discounts 

• Democrats want to eliminate them for family members

• Clients may have a limited time to lock them in 

• Using gifts or sales 

• Made before the law changes

• Legally avoid filing an Estate Tax Return

• Which avoids answering questions on Form 706

• No audit

• No risk to defend a new IRS theory proposing a tax

14



Some techniques to 

save transfer taxes, including

• The downside of making lifetime gifts to family or charity

• Gifts and sales eliminate client access to and use of the 

cash or assets transferred if clients later need them

• Gifts reduce exemptions which means

• Not available for basis step up to save income tax or

• Makes it harder to move clients to a zero estate tax

• Increase wealth by compounding in a special trust at higher 

pre-tax rates 

• Retained Trust Income

• Trust Asset Appreciation – to save GST tax

15



Non-tax estate planning 

for when clients pass away

• Understood better by clients than tax planning

• More important to many clients than tax planning

• Important to co-ordinate tax planning with clients’ 

non-tax goals 

16



Educate clients why they should avoid 

counterproductive “simple” plans

• Such as Do It Yourself (“DIY”) Software and

• TOD/POD and WROS accounts from banks and securities brokers

• Clients forget who will inherit these accounts

• The wrong people inherit their assets or

• The right people inherit the wrong amounts

• How many clients can prepare tax returns as well as a CPA?

• DIY options make it simple for clients to make mistakes 

• Too many clients do not know what they do not know about:

• Technicalities in tax law

• Technicalities in non-tax estate law

17



Estate planning to increase basis 

to save income tax

• To benefit heirs and some clients during their lifetime

• Basis increase for inherited assets

• Automatic for all community property when the first 
spouse passes

• For separate property, need to:
• Use community property trusts established

• In Alaska, South Dakota or Tennessee

• However, will pay trustee fees to a local trustee each year

• Other marital trust(s) by intentionally causing estate inclusion

• When first spouse passes

• At less cost to establish and maintain than the community property trusts

• Reverse estate planning to get basis step up for clients and 
beneficiaries during their lifetime

18



Historic estate planning paradigm is 

A & B Trusts

• “A” Trust = “marital deduction”, which is really a deferral

• “B” = bypass or Credit Shelter Trust in many clients’ 

documents

• Most were non-grantor trusts or “NGT”

• Increased tax for trust income

• Higher tax differential for capital gains

• Remedies

• BDOT provisions in NGTs discussed later

• By timely distributing income as DNI

• Trust or Will provisions to distribute capital gains
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Historic estate planning paradigm is 

A & B Trusts

• B Trusts for a surviving spouse has carryover 

basis

• Which is often less than the date of death value

• When the surviving spouse passes

• Which costs the heirs more capital gains tax

• You do not want unhappy heirs

20



“To B or Not to B”?

• Or which is worse: Portability or the “B” Trust?

• May pay up to 23.8% of appreciation with “B” carryover 

basis but

• At risk to lose 100% if portability is used

• If dad remarries monster-in-law who inherits all assets

• Clients’ children become like Cinderella

• Survivor may become vulnerable to financial abuse

• B Trust also helps surviving spouse who

• Develops dementia;

• Is a spendthrift; or

• Needs help from a trustee

21



“To B or Not to B”?

• Helps surviving spouse who remarries to save trust assets

• Provides “cover” to new spouse

• “I cannot spend trust assets”

• Provides permissible asset protection for surviving spouse

• In case of divorce or

• Other lawsuits

• A formula B Trust may save estate tax for many families

• Automatically, when the exemption amount decreases

• The 3 Ds

22



How to step up basis in a B trust when 

the surviving spouse passes

• See Exhibit 9 for many options

• Include automatic “magic wand” provisions in wills and trusts

• General Power of Appointment provisions

• For B trust assets that appreciated in value

• Included in the estate of the surviving spouse by formula

• If the estate is not insolvent

• All assets which will not create any estate tax

• Fund the estate with lower basis to value assets by formula

• Best if on automatic pilot before the first spouse passes

• Most clients forget what they need to do to save tax

• Some advisors forget what the surviving spouse needs to do

• Newer advisors may not know what documents say
23



• What to advise clients when the first spouse 

passes

• Prepare a fully documented (even if not filed) Form 706

• May later need that information to prove income tax basis 
and the DSUE amount

• May file a simpler return to make a portability election 

• No statute of limitations on asset values without a complete 
706 filed

• Estate of Sower, 149 T.C. No. 11 (2017) – IRS denied the 
DSUE amount when the survivor passed away

• See Exhibits 1-4 re: automatic basis increase using a GPOA

• See Exhibits 5-7 re: malpractice and client risks relying only on 

portability
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• What would be the cost to prepare an accurate 706 many 

years later with proof of values?

• Would it even be possible?

• Taxpayer normally has the burden of proof 

• Some clients may use a GST B exempt trust even if no 

taxable estate since there is no GST portability

25
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For clients likely to have a taxable estate when 

they pass away

• Includes those who

• Have a taxable estate now or

• Will have a taxable estate when they pass away

• Have increasing net worth and/or

• Will not have enough exemptions later, or

• Will owe estate tax due to changes in tax law

• Help clients understand what their estate tax may be when 
they pass 

• Clients may not have enough time after the election to 
properly plan if Trump loses
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For clients likely to have a taxable 

estate when they pass away

• Wealth Building and Preservation Trust includes 
many good techniques

• Client can have their cake and eat it, too

• Saves more total tax for eligible clients

• Clients may be beneficiary and their own trustee

• Client can access and use trust assets for their 
health, education, maintenance, and support 
(“HEMS”)

• HEMS is a tax safe harbor

27



Wealth Building and Preservation Trust

• Client sells assets tax-free to this grantor trust for 
income tax

• For a bona fide valuation discounted amount to be locked in

• For an installment note at mid-term AFR for leverage

• With an 11% to 20% loan guarantee

• Sell businesses and realty and mineral projects in an entity

• Sell investments in an entity

• The sale

• Preserves exemptions to use later to step up basis

• To lock in discount before they disappear for families

• No estate tax on trust assets and future appreciation

28



Wealth Building and Preservation Trust

• No capital gains tax for the sale of the assets to the trust

• IRC Sec. 678 grantor trust saves income tax

• For the client who is the primary beneficiary

• Client is also trustee to retain management and control 
of businesses and other trust assets

• Discount also reduces the amount of the note

• Valuation discount saves gift tax now and future estate tax

• Saves GST (the grandchildren’s) tax for many generations

29



Wealth Building and Preservation Trust

• Compare the amount of tax saved to other tax plans

• Most, estate planning techniques

• Provide a limited number and limited amount of 

benefits

• Save a limited amount of tax and negative trade-off

• No access and use of assets transferred for client

• Compare the return on investment by dividing savings by 

the fee

• Include the value of the non-tax benefits of each strategy

• And the amount that wealth increases due to tax free 

compounding
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Wealth Building and Preservation Trust

• Non-tax benefits may be larger for some clients than tax saved

• Protect senior generation and their wealth

• Who may remarry and divorce

• Highest divorce rate age is over 50

• Better and less stressful than prenups in many states

• Use an irrevocable trust to help prevent senior elder financial 

abuse by

• Undue influence from relatives and/or “friends”

• Caregivers and con artists who convince elders to name 

them as beneficiary or decision maker of revocable Wills, 

Trusts and Powers of Attorney

• Con artists have also swindled elders in other ways 
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Wealth Building and Preservation Trust

• Total wealth increases (trust and non-trust)

• Due to income tax-free compounding inside the trust at 

higher pre-tax rates

• Results when client’s income tax is paid outside of the trust

• Creates a favorable “tax burn” to reduce client’s taxable 

estate

• Creates annual transfer tax-free gifts to the trust 

• Total wealth increases due to compounding inside the 

trust

• Even though the income tax is paid outside of the 

trust

• See Exhibit 14

• Clients do not complain about paying IDGT’s income tax32



• Asset appreciation tax-free compounding for many generations

• Easy for most clients to use

• Some trust assets escape the taxable estate faster than others

• Some as early as date of funding the trust

• The longest may be clients who are unaware they

• Have an existing IRC Sec. 2036(a)(2) risk

• May take 3 to 11 years to fix their 2036(a)(2) risk

• Other assets may save tax faster

• Clients may make income tax-free swaps of low basis assets 

before passing with this grantor trust

• High basis assets to trust from client

• Low basis assets to client from the trust

• To get as much basis step up at passing as possible
33
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• Clients have sold businesses and 

investments tax-free to the trust and

• Retain control and management of their 

businesses and other trust assets

• As trustee and beneficiary of their trust

34
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Avoid new substantially “expanded” 

interpretation and scope of IRC Sec. 2036(a)(2) 

first announced in the Powell case
• By all Tax Court Judges concurring in the result which is rare

• If clients have any ability to impact even in the slightest way

• Who enjoys the benefit

• From assets ever transferred by a client

• To a family entity including LLC or partnership

• Then all assets ever transferred by the client

• Are included in the client’s estate

• At the date of death values, not at any discount

• This new expansion came 45 years after

• The U.S. Supreme Court Byrum taxpayer victory (United States v. 

Byrum, 408 U.S. 125 (1972))

• Said an enforceable distribution standard avoided

• 2036(a)(2) for a trust which owned part of a family corporation
36



Difficult for client to avoid new 

expanded interpretation of 2036(a)(2)

• Powell held the right to vote on family 

partnership liquidation was enough

• A standard provision for FLPs in most if not all 

states

• A default provision in LP law in many states

• One Supreme Court case on Sec. 2038 said that a 

power provided by state law is not a code violation
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• All assets ever transferred by the client to a 

family entity are taxed

• Even if the client no longer owns any entity 

interest

• If within three years of death, the client had any 

power to affect or determine

• Who may benefit from the entity (2036(a)(2))or

• Any ownership of the entity 2036(a)(1)

38
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Potential alternatives to avoid the tax

• Consider transferring the toxic powers to a tax independent 
trustee for new family entities for 2036(a)(2)

• Client’s best friend(s) may be tax independent

• Amending the documents for existing entities is suspect 
because

• The power to amend would likely trigger 2036(a)(2)

• Based on the expansive Tax Court’s interpretation

• If clients totally liquidate their existing entity

• That saves estate tax only if done

• Three years prior to them passing away

39



All Tax Court Judges concurred in the result

• Advise clients of this risk

• Some questions to ask clients to assess the risk

• What is client’s net worth today?

• What will likely be their net worth when client 

passes?

• What is client’s exemption amount now?

• What will it likely be when client passes?

• What will the tax rate likely be when client passes?
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• 2036(a)(2) claims are now being made in estate tax audits 

• Estate of Powell v. Commissioner, 148 TC No. 18 (2017) 
has been cited and relied upon in another case with different 
facts

• No tax reduction from the marital deduction in the second 
Turner case (Estate of Turner v. Commissioner, 151 T.C. 
No. 10 (2018)

• Powell said violation may create a double tax but not all 
Judges agreed on the double tax

• Not appealed by the Powell family

• This decision sent a message to IRS and to Appellate Courts 

• W B & P Trust provides opportunity to avoid 2036(a)(2)

41



Clients with non-taxable estates may be 

able to use Powell to increase basis step up

• See Estate of Skiffer, 468 F. 2d 699, (1971) 

only

• If the “toxic” provisions were in the entity 

agreement from the beginning

• Not if these provisions were added recently to 

claim a step up
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• The tax independent trustee helps in this trust

• For the original sales transaction and

• So life insurance proceeds are estate tax-free 

• This trustee should avoid estate tax due to 

distributions made to clients and/or their loved 

ones which are not protected by the HEMS 

standard and

• To make decisions which would trigger 2036(a)(2) 

if made by the client

43
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• This grantor trust for income tax purposes

• May own, buy, sell and manage: business, realty, 
investments, entities

• With no income taxed for transactions between the 
client and their trust

• Such as interest and guarantee fees

• Or capital gains on the original sale

• This trust may allow increased savings from using a bona 
fide micro captive by satisfying the 98% common 
ownership requirement

• This trust helps to avoid the estate tax lien on realty to 
save time, cost, and delay

44
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• Soon after this trust is established and funded

• A gift tax return is filed reporting a zero gift for the 

discount

• Making full disclosure of all relevant facts

• Statute of limitations normally runs in 3 years

• Unless IRS challenges it and ultimately wins

45
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• Best trust to own life insurance to 

• Save gift tax on gift of cash to an ILIT to pay premiums 

• Save estate tax on policy proceeds

• Save the time, cost and complexities of annual ILIT administration

• After 7 to 8 years a cash value non MEC policy (in this trust)

• Becomes a better income tax-free investment than it was earlier 

• Cash value can be borrowed income tax-free

• Insurance covered the estate tax inclusion risk if 7 to 8 years was 

needed to avoid a 2036(a)(2) pre-existing risk

• This trust works well with most clients’ existing plans and documents

• Clients retain their CPA, their investment advisor and their other financial 

advisors

• See Exhibit 10 for a list of potential benefits from using this trust 
46
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• Use to save premium cost and save taxes 

• A “captive” is an insurance company owned by the owner(s) of 

the insured 

• It provides businesses property, liability, and other insurance 

• The main reasons to use a captive are 

• Save net premium costs like most public companies 

without tax benefits for micros

• Micro retains underwriting profit

• Can custom design coverage

• To provide insurance coverage not otherwise available
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• Micro captive (IRC Sec. 831(b)) allows up to $2.3 million 
annual premiums

• Substantial tax savings are icing on the cake

• To help medium sized businesses build reserves to 

• Provide insurance to 

• Save net premium costs 

• A micro does not pay income tax on premium income
but does pay tax on much smaller investment income 

• Create tax-free accounting profit and cash which

• May be invested in publicly traded securities and used 
for reserves

• The insured company deducts its premium expense

48
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• A net saving example for 2 profitable companies (“O” and “M”)

• “O” (a pass through operating company) pays premiums of 
$1,000,000 for insurance to “M” (a micro) 

• O saves $370,000 of tax due to the deduction for 
premiums

• M pays $450,000 of claims (from O) that year

• M’s underwriting profit and cash increased by $550,000  

• Because of tax-free premium income 

• Net cost of $1 million policy is $80,000

• The micro’s policy may cost less than a retail policy

49
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• Additional tax saving to an individual who owns a micro

• Tax rate arbitrage when owner cashes out

• Individual owner (“I”) pays 15%-23.8% a lower tax rate 

for liquidation or sale capital gains and dividends

• Compared to a 37% deduction for O and 23.8% current 

tax rate to the owner

• And a favorable time value of money arbitrage benefit

• O deducts premiums cost each year

• I pays income tax later when M is liquidated or sold

• I (owner) benefits since the captive has more cash to 

pay to I for dividends and when M is liquidated or sold
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• Micros are a “transaction of interest” not a listed transaction 

• IRS said on multiple occasions that micro captives are 
allowed by law (See IR 2015-19, Feb. 3, 2015, and IR 
2016-25, Feb. 16, 2016)

• Problem cases were caused by promoters selling “abusive” 
captives

• Offering policies with no or little risk of ever paying 
claims 

• To inflate tax-free underwriting profits and cash

• And to inflate deductions 

• None of which is based on sound insurance 
practices
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• IRS has been winning cases against promoters’ captives

• Which do not follow generally accepted insurance practices 
(“GAIP”)

• To structure policies or price premiums

• For doing little more than moving money from one pocket 
to another masquerading as insurance

• Even when IRS designated micros a transaction of 
interest, Congress increased the premium amount 
allowed for micros

• IRS uses the transaction of interest designation to find 
defective captives faster
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• The insured entity benefits by being a good risk 
manager 

• With lower premiums and/or higher profit in the captive

• Retail insurance often raises premiums when claims 
increase

• But rarely reduces premiums when claims decrease

• Successful owners are often good risk managers

• The micro may insure part of a risk and 

• Buy reinsurance for the balance of a coverage

• At a lower total premium cost than a single retail policy
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• Insureds may increase deductibles to reduce the premiums paid to a 
retail insurance company while their micro insures the deductible

• There should be no marketing costs, no sales costs, and no 
underwriting profit paid to a retail insurer for a micro’s policies

• The ability to design coverage for only what is needed reduces cost

• The micro may provide coverage not available in all areas or at all 
times or available only at very high premium cost 

• Earthquake

• Mold

• Some liability risks

• Black swan risks – low probability to incur a large loss with high 
premiums
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Annual Federal Income Tax Benefits to Help Operating Micro 

Captives Build Reserves and Provide Insurance

Annual Premium
Saved Tax**
Up To 37%

Tax-Free
Income**** Up To
21%

Annual Operating
Cost*

Net Benefits Each
Year*** Up To

$200,000.00 $ 74,000.00 $ 42,000.00 ($57,000.00) $ 59,000.00

$400,000.00 $148,000.00 $ 84,000.00 ($57,000.00) $ 175,000.00

$600,000.00 $222,000.00 $126,000.00 ($57,000.00) $291,000.00

$800,000.00 $296,000.00 $168,000.00 ($57,000.00) $407,000.00

$1,000,000.00 $370,000.00 $210,000.00 ($57,000.00) $523,000.00

$1,200,000.00 $444,000.00 $252,000.00 ($57,000.00) $639,000.00

$2,000,000.00 $740,000.00 $420,000.00 ($57,000.00) $1,100,300.00
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*Approximate average cost which may change over time. Operating costs include the management company 

(normally $3,000 per month), state license fees, independent actuary fees and CPA fees for a tax return and an 

annual audit. 

**Based on a passthrough business entity taxed at a 37% rate.

***Benefit exclusive of (1) the first year’s cost to establish the captive insurance company and (2) the payment 

of any claims. Add to this benefit the benefit of an insurance policy for the operating company which would 

have likely cost $200,000 or more from a retail vendor.

****Based on a 21% tax rate of premiums paid to the captive tax-free, which increases cash for and net income 

of the captive paid to the captive compared to a regular C corporation.



ESOP
• It is a tax deferred qualified retirement plan investing in ownership 

of the employer entity

• ESOPs can be a Win-Win to benefit the owner(s), the company 

and its employees who are then more motivated

• Tax deductions for contributions to fund the ESOP

• Helps recruit and retain key employees

• Which increases the value of the company and the sales price 

• Because the company is worth more if it can operate 

successfully without the owner 

• Most key employees like this fringe benefit

• Because there is a succession plan

• Even better, they are part of it by benefiting from their 

share of the ESOP’s ownership of the business
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• Tax benefits increase the net payment to the owner when they sell their share of the 

business

• Three potential buyers: strategic, investor, and one who will work in the business 

(a high credit risk who pays less)

• Sellers often must sell for a promissory note from buyers who will manage 

the business

• ESOP with its tax benefits is likely to have more money to pay the owner and 

be a safer credit risk

• Allows owner to sell to employees which is otherwise not possible since they 

cannot pay market value

• Employees who have worked for years in the business are 

• More likely to succeed

• Than a new owner who does not have that experience

• Better security to owner to get paid with tax deductible ESOP contributions

• Seller’s risk is that buyer will fail, not pay

• And company value will suffer leaving little collateral
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• S corporation 100% owned by ESOP

• Pays no tax

• Saves income tax which owner used to pay for the S profit

• Also saves retired owner’s salary and benefits costs

• Most often scenario

• Owner sells stock or equity interest 

• To ESOP

• Owner gets capital gains

• Owner who sells C corporation stock to ESOP may purchase 

§1042 securities

• Capital gain may be deferred until death and

• Capital gain tax evaporates when basis stepped up
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• After TCJA (2017 tax law)

• A better economy should help increase the sales price 

• 21% Tax rate makes “C” more attractive

• If currently a C – sell the stock and owner saves capital gain tax with 

ESOP securities

• On January 1 next year the company elects “S”

• If all “S” stock is owned by exempt ESOP, no income tax 

• If 50% owned by the ESOP then 50% is income tax-free 

• Not need to go from cash to accrual if sales were less than $25 million 

to convert an “S” to a “C”

• If they were more, the recognition period is 6 years

• If need to wait 5 years to become an S, the cost is lower due to the 

21% tax rate

• The cost to convert may be less than the tax deferral benefit for 

1042 securities
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• It is often wise for owners to start planning at 

least three years before the sale to increase the 

value of the company 

• Can also use ESOP to get deduction by issuing 

and transferring stock to the ESOP without 

decreasing cash in the business

• Owner may stay as a paid manager after the 

sale
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Gift Tax-Free GRATs
• An irrevocable grantor trust as to the client to benefit loved ones

• Works well with securities, especially in a bull market

• Slower to generate benefits than many other strategies

• Transfer tax-free income and appreciation gains above the §7520 rate

• Trustmaker (grantor)

• May have any number of GRATs simultaneously to 

• Isolate bull market gains from bear market losses with short term, GRATs

• Single stock GRATs so losers do not dilute winners

• No cost to beneficiary to repay the loss if a GRAT goes south 

• May re-GRAT often

• Take winnings off the table to preserve them

• Re-GRAT with the original investment

• Re-GRAT what is left from losers

• May combine with valuation discount to increase benefits

• GRATs are also on Democrats’ hit list of tax changes 
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Reverse GRATS

• Older generation may use their exemption to save 
transfer tax

• No estate tax will be due for the elder

• Some or all GRAT earnings and appreciation may 
support the elder

• Before or when they pass away

• Elder gifts to grandchildren the assets elder received 

• GST may only be allocated at the end of a GRAT

• Does not consume the GST exemption of the donor
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Planning to save income tax

• BDOT in General 

• Use beneficiary’s tax rate vs. non-grantor trust tax rate 

pursuant to IRC §678 

• to have bracket creep instead of bracket leap

• $12,951 net income taxed at 37% in an NGT instead 

of $622,051 income for married filing joint in 2020 

(and $518,400 for single) 

• Capital gains are taxable income vs. trust accounting 

income with a tax rate of 23.8%, 20%, 15%, or zero 

instead of 37% at $12,951
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BDOT
• Sec. §678 creates a grantor trust for income tax purposes 

when the beneficiary has “power” to withdraw income or 
trust assets

• BDOT may be a grantor trust as to some or all trust income as 
provided in trust documents during the lifetime of each 
beneficiary.

• The same options to trigger a BDOT may be provided in trust 
document for all or some successor future beneficiaries.

• The BDOT does not need to distribute income as DNI to use 
beneficiary’s lower tax rate for the income.

• One PLR said power to withdraw income which power lapsed 
each year in December was sufficient to make it a BDOT for that 
year. One commentator said it is safer to make it optional at the 
beginning of each year.
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• Reasons to keep income in trust vs. payout as 
DNI.

• Creditor protection for a beneficiary who has or may 
have a personal liability.

• Spendthrift protection if beneficiary would spend too 
much too soon.

• Warren Buffet and many clients do not want to stifle a 
beneficiary’s initiative.

• Save estate tax and GST for the next generations since 
trust assets may bypass estate tax of the beneficiary 
and future generations.
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• For states’ asset protection purposes:

• Not “self-settled” (funded) if only 5/5, the higher of 5% 

of corpus or $5,000) in many states (including Texas)

• Self-settled trust is not asset protected except in DAPT 

states assuming there was no fraudulent transfer of assets 

to the trust

• Even with a DAPT, the beneficiary may have a conflict 

of law problem

• Some states allow the annual exclusion amount, now 

$15,000
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BDOT
• For states’ asset protection purposes:

• In the 5 & 5 states income up to 5% of the corpus (trust assets) may be 

safely held in a grantor trust share for the beneficiaries

• Segregating the assets in shares helps to keep records updated

• Amounts of income higher than 5% annual is passed into the NGT 

share in the trust

• Which may be used first to pay beneficiary’s income taxes and 

other desired expenses

• Or stay in NGT for future distribution

• Not any asset protection issue if the beneficiary has no creditor 

claims

• Expected IRR is 5% or less for many investments in 2020

• For a detailed discussion of the many technical differences between an 

NGT and a BDOT which make BDOTs more beneficial see Exhibit 13 

prepared by Ed Morrow and reprinted with his permission
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Charitable Remainder Trust (“CRT”)

• A tax-exempt irrevocable trust

• Pays income to client or their designee for a term or years

• Charity(ies) selected by client receives at least 10% of the actuarial value of the 
remainder interest

• The charity may be the client’s foundation or a donor advised fund (DAF) or a 
501(c)(3) organization

• Client’s tax deduction is based on the actuarial value of the remainder

• One motivating benefit is if a client is selling a business or a large realty 
project the CRT may

• Avoid an income spike in that one year

• Defer the gain over multiple years

• Reduces income tax often at lower rates than to pay all tax for the sale in one 
year

• The sold asset (stock or realty) must be donated to the CRT before the sale is 
made or is certain to be made so the sale is made by the CRT
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• Other benefits

• Donate some appreciated property to avoid or defer income 

recognition

• Re-balance an investment portfolio tax-free in the CRT

• Income and appreciation compound income tax-free in the CRT

• May use the charitable tax deduction savings to fund life 

insurance

• In a trust for descendants tax-free (no income or estate tax)

• A win win for clients, descendants and charity 

• Higher AFR rate when CRT begins = larger charitable deduction
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• Other benefits (continued)

• Beneficiary (not the client) of an IRA may use it to reduce the 

RMDs from an IRA

• CRT receives RMD amount income tax-free each year

• Descendants get longer stretch to create more after-tax cash

• Will solve the current tax proposal likely to become law to 

reduce the stretch to ten years for most beneficiaries

• Clients like to stretch the IRA 

• To increase after tax benefits

• To protect children as they mature over time and

• A longer the stretch means more paid to the beneficiary
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Types of CRTs that provide 

an income stream to the beneficiary

• CRAT pays an “annuity” of a fixed amount each year

• To the named individual beneficiary(ies)

• Which amount cannot be changed

• CRUT which is a “unitrust”

• Pays to the named individual beneficiary(ies) a fixed percentage

• Of the assets in the trust

• Which are revalued annually

• Additional contributions

• Are allowed if the governing document permits it

• So the distributions increase
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Private Placement Life Insurance

• PPLI (Private Placement Life Insurance) makes investment 
income tax-free to borrow, after 7-8 years so the policy 
becomes non-MEC

• Generates tax-free investment income inside a life 
insurance wrapper

• With lower premium costs and lower commission costs

• Client can borrow cash value income tax-free after the 
waiting period

• When client passes the income and estate tax-free policy 
proceeds in a Life Insurance Trust (“ILIT”)

• Pays off the loan and

• Balance is distributed tax-free to beneficiaries
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Reverse estate plan with a 

General Power of Appointment 
• For bona fide beneficiaries of a trust (including potential discretionary) beneficiaries

• Such as the client in the Wealth Building and Preservation Trust

• If a senior generation beneficiary will pass away with unused estate tax exemption 

which is subject to the general power of appointment

• When that beneficiary passed away the basis of trust assets 

• Over which the general power of appointment was granted

• Is stepped up to save future income tax

• Benefits clients who are a trust beneficiary

• And/or their heirs who may later become beneficiaries

• Use a formula to select the assets over which the power applies to maximize basis 

step up without generating estate or gift tax

• Can include provisions to limit the power and protect assets from creditors of the 

elder

• The GPOA works even if the beneficiary does not know about it and/or does not 

exercise it
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• Deathbed or earlier income tax benefits with 

grantor trusts

• Exchange low basis assets tax-free between 

grantor and the trust

• To get a basis step up at death

• Use trusts and/or entities which allow income to be 

sprinkled to family members who pay less taxes
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Non-Grantor Trusts to own 

part of a pass-through entity

• An income tax benefit as a bonus is the 20% potential deduction which 

cannot be the reason for establishing the trust

• It must be an NGT to get this deduction

• Caveat from the final Regulations

• Must have a bona fide non-income tax purpose to fund the trust

• Such as a business or a non-tax reason or a non-tax estate planning 

reason 

• IRC Sec. 643(f) multiple trust rule in the final Regs made the same 

change about principal purpose as it relates to multiple trusts

• Makes it easier to form one such trust for each child and grandchild

• If there is a valid non-income tax purpose

• Husband and wife are treated as one and the same grantor for this 

section
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• Distribute DNI annually when an NGT’s beneficiary’s tax rate 

is lower 

• Include trust provisions to allow NGTs for future 

generations

• To toggle on and off BDOT as to all or part of annual trust 

income, if needed

• Harvest capital losses against gains on deathbed if not done 

earlier so they are used to reduce income tax of the client with 

failing health before they pass away

• Repurpose life insurance originally purchased to pay estate tax 

(see Exhibits 11 and 12) or sell the policy(ies) unless client 

believes Trump will lose the next election

• Clients over 70½ donating from an IRA to a charity up to 

$100,000 is better than distributing $100,000 and claiming a 

deduction



• Bunch charitable deductions every fifth or tenth year 
that a donor normally makes annually to maximize 
the charitable deduction and standard deduction

• Donate that amount to a donor advised fund or a 
family foundation

• Deduct the full contribution in that year but client 
may distribute it over a 5- to 10-year period to 
client’s charity(ies) each year

• This leaves more in the standard deduction in the 
other 4 or 9 years to benefit the client

• 529 accounts may be used for K-12 education 
expenses up to $10,000 per year
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Roth conversion
• If a client has other assets to pay the conversion tax

• This allows the full Roth amount to compound income tax-free

• Assume a $1 million IRA with a 37% tax rate leaves only $630,000 due 
to “tax drag” vs. a $1 million Roth to compound tax-free

• Convert to a Roth on a death bed. The conversion income tax reduces a 
taxable estate and the estate tax, (estate) “tax burn”

• Many clients leave assets to loved ones in trust

• The trustee has to decide whether to distribute income or preserve it 

• For a Roth IRA in a trust, distributions are not taxable so the trustee 
may retain them to compound income and appreciation tax free with no 
added income tax cost subject to any changes by the SECURE Act
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Charitably Inclined Clients

• Donate eligible appreciated assets to a public charity or DAF 

to avoid capital gains tax

• Donate during lifetime instead of waiting until death to get the 

economic effect of two deductions, income tax and estate tax

• Use IRC Sec. 642(c) to get economic effect of an income tax 

deductions for donations from trust or estate income

• For estates and trusts if proper language is included in the 

documents to either permit or require the donations to be 

paid from income

• Creates the economic effect of both deductions
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Roth IRA contributions 

for children and grandchildren

• Paying for a Roth IRA contribution for children and grandchildren 

to teach them about compounding of income and saving tax

• Client can gift cash to children or grandchildren

• To be used by a child to fund their Roth

• Up to the amount each child or grandchild earned that year in 

a job 

• Client makes a tax-free gift for the amount of wages due to 

the exclusion and/or the exemption amount

• Children keep their earnings for spending or college money and 

they save 100% of earning amount in their Roth

• Children learn about and receive the benefit of tax-free 

compounding
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Roth Conversion in IRA Rollover

• There is no restriction for the amount a spouse 

may convert in an IRA rollover from a 

deceased spouse to a Roth

• It is better if the surviving spouse lives longer than 

their normal life expectancy

• Most of our clients live longer due to better 

education and medical care
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SALT property tax limited deduction 

for a vacation or other home

• Clients may salvage some of the economic effect of the deduction by

• Funding one or more NGTs with enough income producing assets such 

as an interest in a pass-through entity so trust pays up to $10,000 each 

year of the deductible property tax 

• This frees up room for the owners to deduct the taxes on their other 

realty

• There needs to be a good non-income tax reason to use this trust. If it 

exists,

• Sell or give to the NGT a partial interest in the realty as a seed asset

• Sell the balance of the interest in the realty to the NGT on a 9-year 

note to use mid-term AFR

• Make a 10% to 20% seed gift to the trust so the loan is not a gift
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Short and simple charitable non-

grantor trust for charitable clients
• Who make annual charitable gifts regularly such as tithes

• Fund it with income producing assets and the trustee uses the 
trust income to make charitable distributions

• The net economic result is to get both the standard deduction 
plus the economic effect of the charitable deduction

• Include the Sec. 642(c) language

• The trust can even add an option

• To allow a tax independent trustee such as a friend of the 
client or his or her CPA

• To distribute to a family member if the trustee becomes 
aware of a need that an eligible beneficiary will have for 
that year
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Investment Income Tax Saving Plan

• Wise investment placement when possible

• Investments creating ordinary income are better 
placed in tax deferred IRAs, annuities, and cash 
value life insurance

• Investments creating capital gain income and tax-
free municipal bonds are better if owned by clients 
individually or in pass through entities

• Redirect capital gains to children in an NGT or estate 
by paying them as DNI, if it is safe to do that, (e.g., 
no creditors or spendthrift risk)
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Kiddie Tax exemption for the 3.8% tax

• Some commentators said that due to a 

technical error in TCJA the 3.8% only applies 

when the NGT has more than $200,000 of net 

investment income.
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Creating multiple trusts

• Need a non-income tax reason such as a non-tax estate planning or other 

purpose that could not have been achieved without the separate trusts.

• Planning suggested by some other estate planners before the Sec. 643(f) 

Regs were issued

• In 2012 and later years, many spouses created what they and their 

advisors thought were “non-reciprocal” lifetime access trusts such as 

some “SLATs” and other varieties

• They hoped that a few cosmetic differences would make it difficult for 

IRS to tax them as reciprocal trusts. If they were reciprocal, then there 

was no transfer tax saving

• Some practitioners and commentators worry that IRS will eventually 

challenge these as reciprocal and will now also cite the 643f Regs.

• And that Tax Court Judges will agree with IRS

• Tax Court Judges discuss their cases with each other and when they 

have seen enough of these cases they are likely to consider them to be 

abusive. Bad facts make for bad law
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No clawback of the temporary exemption

• The Final Regulation provides that there

will be no clawback of exemption amounts

used now when the temporary exemptions

are high even if the amounts used now

exceed the decreased amount of

exemptions allowable then. The temporary

increased exemption amounts are either

used now or lost.
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Incomplete Gift Trust

• Create basis step up from estate inclusion of assets with an 

incomplete gift trust

• With a limited power of appointment

• Defers transfer (gift and GST) tax

• Until client passes away to get estate inclusion when 

the limited power of appointment terminates or

• When cash or other trust asset is distributed to a 

beneficiary
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Caution: tax return fees are no longer 

deductible for individuals
• Clients may pressure CPAs to invoice their business for your preparation of their 

Form 1040 since their business does not have this limitation.

• That creates tax risk for CPAs with IRS

• IRS has sent CID agents masquerading as potential clients to consult with 

CPAs and tax attorneys to entrap them to offer to suggest things that violate the 

law.

• IRS publicizes criminal tax convictions as part of their efforts to increase 

taxpayer compliance.

• Business owners do not have as high a rate of tax compliance as do employees.

• It has been said that IRS thinks it is better to get a conviction of a CPA or a tax 

attorney than to get a conviction of a mere taxpayer.

• You do not want to be one of the publicized cases.

• CPAs may want to include in their engagement letter that tax law provides that the 

client for whom our work is performed is the person to pay the fee. We have no 

responsibility if a person or entity other than a client for whom the work is 

performed pays our fee.
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Conclusion

• Many clients do not know or even suspect what they do 
not know
• About the technical tax rules imposed on all of us by 

Congress, IRS and the Courts.

• Which makes clients over-confident to self diagnose and 
make bad tax decisions.

• And they often wait too long (until the wolf is at the door) 
to try to properly plan.

• Help clients by
• Explaining to them tax traps that they face and

• Comparing the savings from different strategies or 
techniques (doing nothing is an alternative) as to the 
amount of tax saved and the non-tax benefits of each
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• Document what you advise clients to avoid an unhappy heir (a/k/a “plaintiff”) 

who may later blame you if your client did not follow your advice to properly 

and timely plan.

• All tax and estate plans need to be administered properly to avoid clients losing 

tax benefits.

• Most clients think their CPA and sometimes their other advisors are doing 

that.

• It is suggested that you

• Read all the documents

• Ask questions if there is anything you may not fully understand or 

agree with and

• Monitor your clients each year to help them administer their plans 

properly and not to lose some or all of the benefits of their planning 

documents.

• Discuss with your client if they want you to do this work. If not, put that in 

writing
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